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Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

1 As the hikers walked through the desert, 
they did not see any animals or plants in this 
desolate place.  What does desolate mean?

3 In order to cultivate new customers, the deli 
offered free sodas when people bought a 
sandwich.  What does cultivate mean in this 
sentence? 8 His bedroom was impeccable, not a thing 

was out of place. The room had obviously 
been swept and dusted not too long ago.  

 What does the word impeccable mean?

10  Apples, pizza, spaghetti, and ice cream are  
 edible, but worms and dirt are not.  

  What do you think edible means?   
 Write your answer.

4 The site of the battle was just south 
of Boston.  

 A site is a ________. 

9 People caught their clothes on a nail that 
was protruding from the end of the table. 

 What do you think the word protruding 
means?  Write your answer.

2 After being through so many ordeals, the 
astronauts on the troubled shuttle were glad to 
be back on earth.  An ordeal is ________. 7 A person with a good attitude towards 

learning studies and doesn’t give up when 
the work is difficult or boring. 

 A good attitude means ________.

6 The couple walking on the beach took the 
opportunity to relish the calmness of the 
sunset.  In this sentence, what does  
relish mean? 

Context Clues ELA 
F

5 The makeshift shed wobbled when you 
opened the door because very few nails were 
used when it was built. 

 Makeshift means ________.

a.  sandy

a.  a trying or difficult experience

a.  chopped up pickles

a. accept

a. city

a. temporary 

a. a positive outlook

a. neat but dirty

b.  barren 

b.  a journey of many miles

b.  appreciate and enjoy

b. attract

b. state

b. sturdy

b. a happy personality

b. attractive

c.  dry 

c.  an experiment done in space 

c.  look at and remember

c. refuse

c. place 

c. permanent

c. being a hard worker

c. tidy and cleanPlease               or                 to   download
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1 As the hikers walked through the desert, 
they did not see any animals or plants in this 
desolate place.  What does desolate mean?

3 In order to cultivate new customers, the deli 
offered free sodas when people bought a 
sandwich.  What does cultivate mean in this 
sentence? 8 His bedroom was impeccable, not a thing 

was out of place. The room had obviously 
been swept and dusted not too long ago.  

 What does the word impeccable mean?

10  Apples, pizza, spaghetti, and ice cream are  
 edible, but worms and dirt are not.  

  What do you think edible means?   
 Write your answer.

4 The site of the battle was just south 
of Boston.  

 A site is a ________. 

9 People caught their clothes on a nail that 
was protruding from the end of the table. 

 What do you think the word protruding 
means?  Write your answer.

2 After being through so many ordeals, the 
astronauts on the troubled shuttle were glad to 
be back on earth.  An ordeal is ________. 7 A person with a good attitude towards 

learning studies and doesn’t give up when 
the work is difficult or boring. 

 A good attitude means ________.

6 The couple walking on the beach took the 
opportunity to relish the calmness of the 
sunset.  In this sentence, what does  
relish mean? 

Context Clues - Answer Key ELA 
F

5 The makeshift shed wobbled when you 
opened the door because very few nails were 
used when it was built. 

 Makeshift means ________.

a.  sandy

a.  a trying or difficult experience

a.  chopped up pickles

a. accept

a. city

a. temporary 

a. a positive outlook

a. neat but dirty

b.  barren 

b.  a journey of many miles

b.  appreciate and enjoy

b. attract

b. state

b. sturdy

b. a happy personality

b. attractive

c.  dry 

c.  an experiment done in space 

c.  look at and remember

c. refuse

c. place 

c. permanent

c. being a hard worker

c. tidy and clean

sticking out

something that can be eaten
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